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Trying new things can be a bit scary. Do it now - Try something brand-new and BE BRAVE!
Whenever a trail in to the woods tempts her, she decides to lead her cousins on a hike. It is tough
and they get tired, but the discoveries they make about the trail and themselves empower them for
the next adventure. Every time they tackle a new challenge, they are more brave, and sharing
these experiences with family and friends makes the journey fun. Bravery comes with each new
stage, and the rocks they collect soon represent how effective they can be if they just try. But
Anabelle is a brave young woman, and discovers that she gets a bit stronger each time she faces
a challenge.
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Great publication! I loved scanning this book to my young child. Fun illustrations. Positive message
for women. - then I highly recommend this reserve. Great lessons, exceptional illustrations.. It also
reminded me of several fun adventures with cousins when I was a kid. A terrific new children's
series! Moyer seems poised to be starting an extended profession in children's books. A definite
addition for your child's library! A delightful book for girls, focusing on hiking . This is an incredible
book that encourages children to be brave and try something new! The message is definitely
inspiring for all young children: one can enrich their lifestyle if they approach it with a feeling of
wonder and a will to try new things. A wonderful book for girls, concentrating on hiking and getting
brave when facing unknowns. Illustrations most appropriate for the subject. Five Stars Cute story
about a take charge girl! I loved reading this reserve to my young daughter This is an inspiring book
in regards to a young girl who is willing to try new things. She actually is especially excited to go
outside and take other people with her. Fun illustrations Great book! We specifically like the
component in the book where all the hikers search for different rocks (aka - treasures). We spend
a lot of time outside and so it had been great to see my daughter relate to the Anabelle's
adventures and the beautiful nature illustrations.Jennifer Pharr DavisOwner, Blue Ridge Hiking
CompanyAuthor to become Odyssa2012 National Geographic Adventurer of the entire year This is
a beautiful story about a brave young girl who has the . If you want to encourage a young child to
become brave and spend period outside - and who wouldn't wish to accomplish that? I loved it so
much I ordered extras for my god daughters. We always search for treasures on our hikes!. I've
hardly ever read a children's story with such a brave female protagonist—in the story, Anabelle not
only tries brave new points herself, but she also encourages her cousins to be on adventures with
her. This is a lovely story in regards to a brave young girl who gets the will to attain outside her
comfort zone and go on new adventures... A great read for our children!
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